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The Purpose of the Essay 

In its character as a work in progress, the purpose of this paper is to move toward 

identifying and assessing five elements either related to or implications of a Christian philosophy 

of science which seem to be implied in a key line by the first angel urging us to "worship Him 

who made the heaven, and the earth, and sea, and the springs of waters" (Rev 14:7c) which is so 

central to mainline Seventh-day Adventist theology. 

Definitions and Method Employed in the Essay 

The philosophy of science deals with the general philosophical issues associated with the 

natural sciences such as a philosophy of nature. What is matter? Is it static or evolving? What 

is the nature of scientific knowledge? How do we know, and what are the limits ofknowledge?1 
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Because working assumptions and definitions are crucial to this project, the essay first 

discusses the nature and status of the Bible and the writings of Ellen White used in respect to a 

Christian philosophy of science. The way one views the nature of the Bible profoundly 

influences how one understands the relation of the Bible and the philosophy of science. 

Conversely, one's understanding of the philosophy of science deeply impacts one's articulation 

of its relation to the Bible. Next the essay addresses five principles or implications relevant to a 

philosophy of science imbedded in the line noted above. Finally, the essay presents tentative 

conclusions. 

The Nature and Status of the Bible Used in an Adventist Philosophy of Science 

As mentioned above, the way in which one defines the nature of the Bible deeply impacts 

the relevance the Bible has to a Christian philosophy of science. On the one hand, one might 

regard the Scriptures as the Word of God in propositional form. By contrast, as is generally 

known, some scholars understand the Bible along the general lines outlined by Karl Barth and 

others that the Bible is not the Word of God in propositional form in actuality apart from the 

contemporary speaking activity of God. These two contrasting positions represent a diverging 

watershed of such magnitude that it is safe to say that a settled response to this issue completely 

determines the shape of one's philosophy of science. For this reason, we tum to an analysis of 

these issues, first to the nature of Scripture, and second to the status of Scripture. 

The Nature of the Bible in an Adventist Philosophy of Science: 
The Propositional Word of God 

As early as 1771, the famous Johann Semler, sometimes characterized as the father of the 

higher critical method of biblical study, wrote these startling words: "The root of the evil (in 
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theology) is the interchangeable use of the terms 'Scripture' and 'Word ofGod.'"2 With one 

stroke Semler disconnects the Bible from the Word of God. The consequences of no longer 

identifying the Bible with the Word of God theoretically frees scholars to investigate, evaluate, 

and criticize the various narratives and claims of the Bible. For Semler this was a necessary 

move, because if the propositions of the Bible were themselves to be considered the actual Word 

of God, human criticism of the Bible would be restrained from dismissing biblical claims as no 

longer reliable theologically or historically. 

Approaches taken by leading theologians of the twentieth century indicate that Semler's 

views on this point continue to thrive. The following words indicate that Paul Tillich agrees with 

Semler on this idea: "Probably nothing has contributed more to the misinterpretation of the 

biblical doctrine of the Word than the identification of the Word with the Bible."3 Here, Tillich 

rejects the propositional view of the Word of God, and adheres to a non-cognitive view. This 

permits Tillich to say, "The 'Word of God' contains neither revealed commandments nor 

revealed doctrines. "4 A commonalty exists between Tillich and Bultmann regarding this claim. 

The latter figure writes, "When the revelation is truly understood as God's revelation, it is no 

longer a communication of teachings, nor of ethical or historical and philosophical truths, but 

God speaking directly to me. "5 Theologian Karl Barth was so insistent on rejecting the concept 

of the propositional Word of God along with propositional revelation that in a famous 

characterization he said that were the Bible to be considered as the propositional Word of God, 

then the Bible becomes, as in the seventeenth-century usage, a "paper Pope"6 wholly given up 

into the hands of its interpreters. 
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An Adventist philosophy of science, building upon the assumption of the unity of the 

Scriptures and other elements of a high view of Scripture can well return to the identification of 

the Scripture with the Word of God. Two of many biblical passages point us into this direction. 

When Jesus was confronted by Satan's taunt to demonstrate His divinity by commanding stones 

to become bread, the Lord equates the propositional Scripture with the Word of God in this 

language: "It is written, 'Man shall not live on bread alone, but on every word that proceeds out 

of the mouth of God" (Matt 4:4).7 By turning to the written source of His day to find the Word 

of God, Jesus effectively links the two as identical. 

This view seems to be confirmed by Jesus' remarks to the Pharisees: "For Moses said, 

'Honor your father and your mother ... ', and 'He who speaks evil of father or mother let him be 

put to death' ... but you say ... thus invalidating the Word of God by your tradition" (Mark 

7:10-11,13). Jesus not only quotes from the ten commandments in this passage but also from 

other portions of the Pentateuch equating both with the remarkable concept "Word of God." This 

is the very identification disallowed by many contemporary theologians meaning that they too, 

from Christ's perspective revealed in this passage, are invalidating the Word of God by human 

traditions or reason. 

Taking the Bible as the propositional Word of God carries significant consequences in a 

Christian philosophy of science in terms of responding to the crucial question of the relative 

authority of the Scripture in relation to science to which we now turn. 
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The Status of the Bible in an Adventist Philosophy of Science: 
The Bible Holds an Authority Above Science 

In an Adventist philosophy of science, do the two sources of truth (knowledge, wisdom, 

and information) represented by the Bible and science carry equal authority? How does one deal 

with a potential conflict between the two sources? Does one of the two sources have the fmal 

word in potential conflicts of interpretation? Does science in the end carry more weight than 

Scripture? Francis Schaeffer comments regarding the challenge the last question poses: 

There is a tendency for some who are Christians and scientists to always place special 
revelation (the teaching of the Bible) under the control of ... science, and never or rarely 
to place ... what science teaches under the control of the Bible's teaching. That is, 
though they think of that which the Bible teaches as true and that which science teaches 
as true, in reality they tend to end with the truth of science as more true than the truth of 
the Bible.8 

Ground for Schaeffer's concern that too often we somehow permit science to have veto 

power over the Scripture appears in the classic biblical injunction: "To the law and to the 

testimony, if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light [dawn] in them" 

(Isa 8:20). Paul emphatically agrees, placing a christological significance to the standard: "We 

are destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge of God, and we 

are taking every thought captive to the obedience of Christ" (2 Cor 1 0:5). This sound advice 

would seem to suggest that "every thought" of human reason will be wise to become subject to 

the teaching of Christ found in His inspired Scriptures which testify of Him (Luke 24:27). Thus, 

every discipline will be subject to the Scriptures. Every philosophy of science issue is to be 

subject to the teachings of Scripture. For us today the passage implies, for instance, that every 

geological, paleontological claim is to be subject to the teaching of Christ. The internal claims of 

the Scriptures seem to teach clearly that the Bible carries the final authority and is the standard 
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by which consistently, not occasionally, all other claims to truth are to be judged. Ellen White 

endorses this position as noted in the following paragraph. 

Commenting on the issue of the relative authority of the Bible in comparison with other 

sources of truth, Ellen White states that 

He who has a knowledge of God and His Word has a settled faith in the divinity of the 
Holy Scriptures. He does not test the Bible by man's ideas of science [emphasis 
supplied]. He brings these ideas to the test of the unerring standard. He knows that 
God's word is truth, and truth can never contradict itself, whatever in the teaching of so
called science contradicts the truth of God's revelation is mere human guesswork.9 

The above quotation clearly places the Bible above human science and human reflections. 

However, two basic reasons Ellen White suggests for the elevation of the Bible above 

science or human reason are very instructive and helpful. The first reason reads as follows: "The 

earth, marred and defiled by sin, reflects but dimly the Creator's glory .... Nature still speaks of 

her Creator. Yet these revelations are partial and imperfect. And in our fallen state, with 

weakened powers and restricted vision, we are incapable of interpreting aright. We need the 

fuller revelation of Himself that God has given in His written word." 10 Here Ellen White 

underscores the significant anthropological truth that the negative effect of sin upon human 

reasoning renders a person dependent upon the guidance of the Word of God. Why do scientists 

often contradict the claims of Scripture? Ellen White answers that, "The greatest minds, if not 

guided by the Word of God, become bewildered in their attempts to investigate the relations of 

science and revelation ... and because these cannot be explained by natural laws, Bible history is 

pronounced unreliable." 11 Thus, the first reason some philosophers of science contradict the 

Bible is because they are not guided by the written propositional Word of God, supposing 

instead, that all things can be explained by natural law. 
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Ellen White fonnulates the second reason in these words: "the mind not enlightened by 

God's Spirit will ever be in darkness in regard to His power. This is why human ideas in regard 

to science so often contradict the teaching of God's word." 12 Thus, the passages of Ellen White 

presented in this subsection suggest that for two reasons human reason frequently contradicts the 

teachings of God's word. Contradiction occurs when the human mind is neither guided by the 

propositions of the Bible, nor illumined by the Holy Spirit who inspired the propositional Word 

of God. This conclusion carries sobering implications for a Christian philosophy of science in 

tenns of the question of the method of knowing. 

However, the benefit of being guided by these two lights yields beautiful harmony 

classically described by Ellen White in these tenns: "In true science there can be nothing 

contrary to the teaching of the Word of God, for both have the same Author. A correct 

understanding of both will always prove them to be in harmony." 13 

A final cautionary reflection in this context may be useful. While elevating biblical 

authority to a level above science is crucially important, doing so can sometimes, surprisingly, be 

compromised if a person accepts less than a full hearing of what the Scripture teaches on a 

particular point. Take, as a case in point, Clark Pinnock's recent position regarding animal death 

before sin and the extent of the flood. Concerning these he writes: 

If, for example, we were to ask whether there was animal death before the Fall; the fossil 
record says that there was, though Scripture is mute. It would seem wise to say that there 
was. Or, if we ask whether the flood was universal; geology says it was probably not and 
Scripture does not rule that possibility out. ... In many such instances, science will 
indicate a likely path of interpretation. 14 

In the illuminating paragraph just quoted, Pinnock is suggesting, for instance, that one may 

properly accept the scientific denial of a global flood because the Bible allegedly does not rule 
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out the possibility that the biblical author may have thought that the flood was a local event. 

While Pinnock rightly invites us to hear both science and the Bible, one may be puzzled by the 

seeming ease with which Pinnock characterizes certain biblical positions. Is the Scripture truly 

"mute" regarding the issue of animal death before the Fall? Is the Scripture actually ambivalent 

on whether God's judgment flood was a local or a universal catastrophe, as Pinnock claims? The 

Scripture is clearly and emphatically not ambivalent on this point, as conclusively shown by 

Richard Davidson's forthcoming insightful, exegetical, and theological assessment of the 

teaching of Bible on the extent of the biblical flood. 15 This underscores the importance of first 

hearing the full teaching of Scripture on a particular point before allowing an interpretation of 

science to lead the way. 

A final preliminary issue in a Christian and Adventist philosophy of science deals with 

the role of Ellen White in relation to a philosophy of science which is discussed in the following 

section. 

The Relation of the Writings of Ellen White to the Bible and to 
an Adventist Philosophy of Science 

By 1885, a consistent, striking insistence can be discovered emerging in the writings of 

Ellen White to the effect that, "The Bible, and the Bible alone, is to be our creed . . . Let us lift 

up the banner on which is inscribed, The Bible our rule of faith and discipline." 16 Adventists are 

indeed people of the Book. This means that an "It is written," is the test of all experience and 

claims to truth, which has the effect of placing the writings of Ellen White properly in subjection 
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to the Bible. However, this relationship does not reduce the reliability or doctrinal authority of 

her works. 

Current attempts to neutralize the divine, prophetic, doctrinal authority of the writings of 

Ellen White, thus effectively marginalizing her complete ministry, ignore a famous and 

important Aristotelean distinction between material and instrumental causality. 17 According to 

Aristotle, material causality is "that out of which a thing comes to be," 18 while efficient or 

instrumental causality is "that which makes what is made." 19 Ellen White's use of sources was 

not for material cause purposes, but rather for instrumental or efficient cause purposes. Ellen 

White herself plainly indicates that at times she used language from selected authors for the 

purpose of rendering the delivery of a concept received from Jesus Christ more forceful, but not 

as a source of the concept itself. Thus, language of selected authors was sometime used because 

a particular statement from a writer, in her words, "affords a ready and forcible presentation of 

the subject."20 Her description "forcible presentation" in this quotation signals instrumental 

causality. Failure to make and apply this simple, but profound and well-known philosophical 

distinction between material and instrumental causality sadly seems to represent irresponsible 

scholarship attempting to confuse people with nothing but bogus difficulties. 

In this context the response to the following question is crucial: Did the living Lord 

communicate with Ellen White in genuine visions analogous to Christ's direct communications 

with John on the Island ofPatmos? If so, then the writings of Ellen White immediately 

constitute a precious treasury of divinely caused instructions, counsel, and information from 

Jesus Christ, leading to a deeper appreciation of Scripture. If this is the case, then her writings 

should be cherished and used widely in Adventist scholarship. 
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After thorough and prayerful assessment of the life and ministry of Ellen White, the 

Adventist Denomination continues to offer an affirmative response to the question raised above. 

This does not mean that the writings of Ellen White should be added to a closed Canon. Rather, 

it does mean that the wise biblical injunction applies to her writings: "Believe His prophets so 

shall you prosper" (2 Chron 20:20). This raises the question whether an Adventist philosophy of 

science can fully prosper if it is "slow of heart to believe in all that the prophets have spoken" 

(Luke 24:25) including the writings of Ellen White, which disbelief can amount to stoning her 

contributions relevant to the philosophy of science. By contrast, a healthy Adventist philosophy 

of science will make wide use of the counsels in the writings of Ellen White related to the 

relation of science, philosophy and the Bible. 

This analysis summarizes the possible relation of Ellen White's writings to the Bible and 

to a Christian philosophy of science adopted in this essay. We turn now to a discussion of five 

revolutionary concepts in the philosophy of science drawn from the First Angel's Message of 

Revelation 14:7. 

Introduction to a Christian Philosophy of Science 
Imbedded in the First Angel's Message 

There is powerful Christian philosophy of science in the First Angel's Message. A 

minimum of five concepts relevant to a Christian philosophy of science appear to be implied in 

the passage. 

Physicist Dale Pau suggests that occasionally, in the burgeoning field of the 

infrastructure of Internet scientific technology, a concept emerges which is so revolutionary, so 
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valuable that when developed and patented it literally transforms a niche, nullifying previous 

applications while making its owner very wealthy in the process. 21 Annalists refer to these 

revolution-making, paradigm-shifting new concepts as "killer applications."22 Understandably, 

everyone participating in the new Internet era would like to be the one creating the next killer 

application. When this concept is introduced into the philosophy of science a killer principle 

represents a concept of such profundity that it has the power to revolutionize an entire reigning 

paradigm, for example, within the philosophy of science. 

In light of the fact that the philosophy of science deals with overarching concepts such as: 

the function of meta-narrative or high-level theory in the natural sciences, methods ofknowing, 

the method of origins, cosmology, a philosophy of nature, and so on, the following few words in 

the First Angel's Message, "Worship him who made the heavens, earth and sea and the fountains 

of waters," are particularly significant containing five revolutionary or killer principles of a 

Christian philosophy of science. 

A First Revolutionary Principle of a Christian Philosophy of Science: 
"Worship God"-- Start with a Personal Knowledge of God 

This principle is broached in the command to "worship him!" This imperative is 

analogous to the opening words of the First Angel's Message, "Fear God!" David concretizes 

the epistemological implications of Revelation's command to "Fear God," by causally linking 

human knowing and God: "the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom" (Ps 111:1 0). This 

observation appears to be an unqualified claim which would seem to render it a universal claim, 

hence it would apply to the methodology of a Christian philosophy of science. Understood in 
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this way, the command to "Fear God or to Worship God" can carry profound implications for an 

epistemology of a philosophy of science. Where does one start in knowing anything? Revelation 

14:7 seems to imply that the answer is to start with a personal knowledge of God. In a broad 

sense, put God first in all things one does. This means that in a Christian philosophy of 

science, the personal knowledge of Jesus Christ, the Word, plays a regulatory epistemological 

role. 

The consequences of this first epistemological methodological principle of a Christian 

philosophy of science can be revolutionary indeed. The implications are significant for any 

philosophy of science which starts with humanistic, materialistic principles or parameters, and 

which limits the concept knowledge to that received through the fallen human senses (David 

Hume), or by that which the fallen human mind contributes (Immanuel Kant).23 The 

epistemological constrictions of an empirical materialistic starting point can be illustrated, on one 

level, by a claim made by the geneticist Richard Goldschmidt: "There is no room for 

transcendental principles in experimental physics and chemistry. "24 In this instance, how does 

one factor into an understanding of reality the profound biblical claim that "[I]n Him all things 

hold together" (Col 1 :17)? Presumably, even the laws of physics are involved in this divine 

action. 

For us today, the implications of the imperative "Worship God" can mean that the 

contribution made by God Himself to human knowing is to be of first important to a Christian 

philosophy of science. This insures that the Christian philosopher of science will be guided by 

the written Word of God and by the illumination of the Holy Spirit. We turn to a second 

principle of philosophy of science in the First Angel's Message. 
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A Second Revolutionary Principle of a Christian Philosophy of Science: Unchanging 
Meta Narrative in the Form of a Six-Day Cosmogony Continues to 

Exercise a Regulative Role 

In the current post-modem era, the concept of truth described by the metaphor of 

foundation or pillar as representing some unchanging meta-narrative valid for all time, seems to 

have vanished. Philosopher of science, Stephen Toulmin, warns that one should not be tied to 

one meta-narrative or single scientific paradigm of reality, because the natural sciences no longer 

make any claim to permanent or fixed ideas. He states that even "physical theory ... is finally 

engulfed in the same historical flux as the human and social sciences."25 According to Toulmin, 

the implications for a Christian philosophy of science is that the theologians should "free 

themselves from the seduction of'new paradigms' and become frankly reconciled to being ... 

'paradigmless. '"26 Otherwise, warns Toulmin, "They will simply lay up fresh trouble for 

theology a century or two down the road, when scientists have rethought the problems of their 

own disciplines, to the point of making radical changes for which theologians would once again 

be ill prepared. "27 However, a Christian philosophy of science embraced in this essay takes a 

different view of the role of meta-narrative to which we now turn. 

In contrast to the mistrust of and the turning away from the concept of unchanging meta-

narrative discussed above, the following line in the first message of Revelation 14, "who made 

the heaven and the earth and sea," implies a revolutionary perspective. In a recent exegetical 

study, New Testament scholar, Jon Paulien finds a direct verbal parallel between the words of 

Revelation 14:7c "made the heaven, and the earth and the sea," and the words ofExodus 20:11 

"made the heavens and the earth, the sea. "28 According to Pauli en, this parallel, along with 

thematic and structural parallels, shows that the latter portion of the First Angel's Message 
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constitutes a clear, definite allusion to the fourth commandment of the Decalogue within the 

broader context of a worldwide call to worship the only true God. 29 

Four distinct verbal parallels existing between Revelation 14:7c and Exodus 20:11 help to 

show that the New Testament passage is a definite allusion to the fourth commandment of the 

Decalogue. The first verbal parallel is between the verb "made" in Revelation 14:7c, and the 

same verb "made" in Exodus 20:11. The next three verbal parallels involve three specific nouns 

"heaven," "earth," and "sea" which appear in both passages, not only as the same three specific 

nouns, but also in the same specific order as shown above. Along with the thematic and 

structural parallels identified by Paulien, the striking verbal parallels establish that Revelation 

14:7c constitutes a definite allusion, not merely an echo, specifically to the cosmogonic (origin 

of the earth) portion of the fourth commandment as articulated in Exodus 20: 11.30 

Building on Pauline's work, two considerations indicate that Revelation 14:7c endorses 

the items to which it alludes in Exodus 20:11. First, the allusion is made in the context of listing 

particular divine acts identifying the One whom human beings should worship, thereby clearly 

establishing these divine creative acts mentioned in Revelation 14:7c as approved identifiers of 

the true God. Second, when the Revelation passage alludes to the same acts of creation already 

mentioned in Exodus 20:11, the allusion thereby endorses the items mentioned in Exodus 20:11. 

Because Revelation 14:7c points with approval to the fourth commandment, partially 

mentioned in Exodus 20: 11, the Revelation passage constitutes an approving allusion to the 

seventh-day Sabbath, and thus to the partial reason for its divine selection indicated in Exodus 

20:11 by the words, "For in six days the Lord made ... " This means that Revelation 14:7c, by 

implication, endorses the entire content of Exodus 20:11. If this is correct, Revelation 14:7c 
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implies an endorsement of the phrase "in six days" found in Exodus 20: 11, even though the 

Revelation passage does not explicitly use the words, "in six days." This crucial exegetical 

conclusion carries implications for a worldview as suggested in the following discussion. 

Knowing that Revelation 14:7c implicitly endorses the entire contents of Exodus 20: II, 

including the notion of a six-day creation, an exegete, theologian, philosopher of science, or lay 

reader is authorized hermeneutically, when interpreting Revelation I4:7c, to copy the temporal 

"in six days" concept specifically mentioned Exodus 20: I1, and to insert this key notion into 

Revelation I4:7c at the location where this concept is assumed or implied as follows: " ... 

worship Him who, in six days [assumed or implied by an approving allusion to Exodus 20: II in 

total], made the heaven, earth and sea" The following diagram in Figure 1 illustrates this 

endorsement. 

Diagram Showing How Revelation 14:7c Implies a Six-day Creation 
Cosmogony/W orldview 

Old Testament New Testament 

,-- __.,..._----------------- ....... 
I I 

Exodus 20: II : Revelation 14:7c ~ 
"For in six days the Lord Omade the 
@heavens and the @}earth, the Oseas 
and all that is in them ... " 

"Worship him who [in six days] Omade the 
@heavens and the @}earth and Osea 
and springs of waters." 

This diagram shows how that by an endorsing allusion to Exodus 20:11, the latter portion of the First Angel's 
Message implies a six-day creation cosmogony or worldview. See discussion above. The numbered words 
indicate the four verbal parallels existing between the two passages. 

Figure I 
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Figure I diagrams how Revelation 14:7c represents a divine endorsement of a literal six-

day creation cosmogony. When considered from the perspective that the elements of this 

message are to be understood as present truth or as reliable history, by individuals living in the 

nineteenth century and onward, the meta-narrative implied in the message significantly impacts 

conterp.porary philosophy of science. Minimally, it suggests that indeed the natural sciences can 

make claims to permanent and fixed ideas about cosmology so long as they are guided by the 

written Word of God and illuminated by the Holy Spirit. In view of a Darwinian philosophy of 

science, this conclusion is a revolutionary concept. 

The first message of Revelation 14 has other revolutionary principles relevant to a 

philosophy of science to which we now turn. 

A Third Revolutionary Principle of A Christian Philosophy of Science: 
A Christian Philosophy of Nature Is Radically Shaped by 

the Surprise Phrase "Springs of Waters" (Rev 14:7) 

A philosophy of nature is a sub-area of study within a philosophy of science. Questions 

related to a philosophy of nature include both broadly oriented questions and more narrowly 

focused queries. In the broad category of questions a philosophy of nature asks, for example, 

What is matter? Is it inert, or does it possess emergent qualities of itself? Representing more the 

narrowly focused questions, a philosophy of nature may ask, for instance, does the present earth 

as we see it today stand in unbroken continuity with the past history of the earth whatever that 

history may be? 

The striking phrase "springs of waters" in the First Angel's message may offer assistance 

of a revolutionary magnitude in responding to the more narrowly focused questions of a 
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philosophy of nature noted above. However, in order to appreciate the possible significance of 

the phrase from a philosophy of science perspective, it is first necessary to discuss the possible 

exegetical identity and theological implications of the phrase "springs of waters" in relation to 

the interpretation of the content of the First Angel's Message itself. 

The Possible Theological Implications of the Language "Springs of Waters" 

Why, with a loud voice, would the messenger of Revelation 14 draw the attention of 

peoples living in every age, thus calling the attention of people representing all academic 

disciplines in the modem and postmodem eras, specifically to the claim that God created the 

"springs of waters" (Rev 14:7)? In other words, In light of the content of the first message, why 

might the angel have identified the "springs of waters," from among all other possible natural 

candidates within the created order which could have been mentioned for consideration? The 

messenger could have specified that God created the "beautiful cedar trees," or the "swift deer" 

or delicious "grapes." Why mention "springs of waters"? 

On the one hand, one might claim that there is nothing of special importance about 

mentioning "springs of waters" in Revelation 14:7 other than that the statement simply represents 

one of the countless natural realities that God created and nothing more? On the other hand, 

could it be the case that God, through John, may be intending that all people, even those living in 

the nineteenth century and onward, 31 can discover concepts of deep importance by the surprising 

specificity of the phrase? The latter possibility is explored below. 

Nowhere else in the Scriptures are the "springs of waters" mentioned in conjunction with 

language, as studied above, alluding, echoing, or quoting a portion of Exodus 20:11. In this 

sense, this singular connection might be called a hapax legomenon connection, i.e., a connection 
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found only once in the Bible, in Revelation 14:7c. Thus the phrase may have a special 

significance. 

In attempting to discover what this significance might be, it is helpful to note the specific 

claim that God created "springs of waters" would include all springs of waters and thus those 

springs of waters called in the Bible "fountains of the deep" (e.g. Gen 7:11; 8:2; Prov 8:28). This 

means that the messenger is calling the attention of all people to the fact that God created the 

"fountains of the deep. II Why? 

As a background to answer the above question, a biblical chapter personifying divine 

wisdom states that "when the springs of the deep became fixed," then "I was beside Him as a 

master workman" (Prov 8:24,28, 30). Importantly, the Greek form of"springs" or "fountains" in 

the phrase "springs of waters" recorded in Revelation 14:7 is pege, and parallels the LXX form of 

"springs" or "fountains" in the phrase "fountains of the deep" appearing in Proverbs 8: 24, 28; 

and in Gen 7: 11 ). This links the notion of the springs of waters with the concept springs or 

fountains of the deep. Specifically, Solomon indicates that by wisdom God created the "springs 

of the deep" (Prov 8: 28, 30). Evidently they were part of the plumbing of this earth. 

Why might the first angel refer to the springs of waters, which would include the 

fountains of the deep, in light of the content of his message? Is there anything special about the 

fountains of the deep which could constitute sufficiently good reason for God to single them out 

for implied+ reference in the First Angel's Message, beyond the fact that they simply represent 

one among many of the natural wonders God created? A possible biblical connection noted 

below seems to point the way to a deeper significance of the use of springs of waters in the First 

Angel's Message. We review the exegetical basis first. 
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As noted above, the Greek form of"springs" in the phrase "springs of waters" in the 

Revelation passage is, significantly, similar in construction with the LXX rendering of Genesis 

7:11. With striking temporal specificity Genesis 7:11 states that "[i]n the six hundredth year of 

Noah's life, in the second month, on the seventeenth day of the month, on the same day all the 

fountains of the great deep burst open" (Gen 7:11). The breakup of the fountains of the deep 

represents the commencement of God's global flood sent as a divine universal judgment against 

human sin. By anticipation, any geologic record which a global flood might leave in the earth 

would therefore be properly interpreted as representing God's divine judgment against sin. This 

interpretation, if geologically true, would be a remarkable piece of a Christian philosophy of 

nature regarding a contemporary interpretation of portions of the earth's crust. This notion will 

be discussed subsequently. 

For present purposes, it is helpful to analyze what possible connection might exist 

between the breakup of the fountains of the deep during the flood, and the mentioning of the 

"springs of waters" in Revelation 14:7? Could it be that by mentioning "springs of waters" in 

Revelation 14:7, a c01motation to God's universal judgment flood is intended? Minimally, 

springs of waters include the fountains of the deep, which can refer one to the time they broke up 

at the flood, thus leading one to think of this global aquatic catastrophe. If so, why might God 

wish to provide an intimation to His global judgment flood in connection with the First Angel's 

message? This question is addressed below. 

The content of the passage in Revelation 14 may provide a key to the wisdom behind 

God's possible intimation, perhaps allusion, to His global judgment flood in the latter portion of 

the First Angel's Message. The unique message of the First Angel is stated as follows: "Fear 
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God and give Him glory, because the hour of His judgment has come" (Rev 14:7). As 

understood theologically, this message announces the commencement of a divine investigative 

judgment near the end of human history, which judgment itself prepares for a fmal global 

judgment, this time by fire. In the setting of a message about divine judgment, how fitting it is 

for God to present special language which can intimate to the reader God's earlier action of 

judgment upon all human beings. 

Contemporary critics of God might complain that He is not a God of judgment because 

He is too merciful not to save all individuals. However, if a person doubts whether God is a God 

of judgment, the possible implication of the words "springs of waters" can be a forceful reminder 

that God indeed is a God of judgment by having sent a global aquatic destruction upon all 

unrepentant human beings in the past. 

In this context, Peter specifically links the two global judgments together in a classic 

passage: "the earth was formed ... by water, through which the world at that time was destroyed, 

being flooded with water, but the present heaven and earth, by his word, are being reserved for 

fire, kept for the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men" (2 Peter 3 :5-6). 

If the above analysis is correct, how fitting and wise on the part of God to have the angel 

of Revelation 14 use language such as "the springs of waters" in his message, thereby alluding to 

God's global aquatic flood (the mabbfil), and thereby encouraging the hearers to accept as true 

the unique announcement of a pre-advent judgment. Thus, the theological implications of the 

flood imagery can serve both to reinforce the truthfulness of the first message in Revelation 14 

and to implicitly warn of a subsequent global undoing of creation, this time by fire.32 

The way is now prepared to turn to a discussion of the profound implications such a 
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possible intimation to a global flood carries for a key aspect of a twenty-first century Christian 

philosophy of nature. 

A Christian Philosophy ofNature Informed by Implications of the 
the Phrase "Springs of Waters" 

Having analyzed the possible meaning of the phrase "springs of waters" in the immediate 

context of the First Angel's Message in relation to the interpretation of the unique portion of the 

First Angel's Message, we are now prepared to proceed to the original question of this section 

regarding the issue of a philosophy of nature and the phrase "springs of waters." For purposes of 

this new discussion, the central question can be formulated in somewhat Leibnizian fashion 

along the following lines: Does the present earth represent the best of what God originally had in 

mind for the earth? Or, does the present earth, in some fashion, stand in radical discontinuity 

with God's original intention? 

By referring specifically to the surprise phrase "fountains of waters," in Revelation 14:7, 

and hence to God's global flood, the heavenly messenger can be understood to be alluding to the 

single most important physical phenomenon of earth history capable of responding to the 

philosophy of nature question noted above, asking whether the present earth represents what God 

originally intended for this earth, or whether the present world stands in discontinuity with the 

end that God originally designed for this world. The reality of a historical global flood suggests, 

contra Leibnitz, that this present earth is not the best of all possible worlds. By the devastating 

effects of the flood, the crust of the earth has become subjected to the divine wrath of God in 

response to human sin, and has been re-formulated by the high-energy event of the global flood. 
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Thus, for us today, the phrase "springs of waters" can imply that the present earth stands 

in sharp discontinuity when compared with God's original intention for the earth. This means 

that 

the geologic column, interpreted in the light of the Word of God, represents the record of divine 

wrath against sin and not the record of millions of years of slow deposition. 

This analysis indicates some of the far-reaching implications for a philosophy of nature 

and science which potentially lie imbedded in the First Angel's Message. A further 

revolutionary implication of the mabbftl intimated by the phrase "springs of waters" is discussed 

in the following section. 

A Fourth Revolutionary Principle in a Christian Philosophy of Science: Geologic 
Confirmation of a Christian Philosophy of Science Meta-Narrative 

of a Six-Day Cosmogony Established by the 
Phrase "Springs of Waters" of Rev 14:7 

By referring specifically to the phrase "fountains of waters," in Revelation 14:7 the 

messenger can now be seen to be alluding to the single most important physical phenomenon of 

earth history capable of scientifically legitimizing belief in a rapid six-day creation. God's global 

flood solves the following difficulty. 

In the early nineteenth century the new sciences of geology and palenotology joined in 

disproving the possibility of a historical six-day creation in a very impressive fashion. Geology 

and paleontology discovered the fossil-filled geologic column with the fossils appearing in the 

column in a sorted fashion. The very simple forms are found at the bottom of the column while 

the forms become increasingly complex as one ascends the geologic column until human remains 
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appear in its top layers. William Buckland and other Christian geologists concluded, in the early 

portion of the eighteen hundreds, that this discovery confirmed the claims of James Hutton and 

Charles Lyell and other geologists that evidence of the multiple layers of the column and the 

ordering of the fossils in the layers proved, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the earth as it stands 

before us at present represents a history of long-age development in terms of millions of years.33 

This indicates that the discovery of the fossiliferous geologic column is regarded as irrefutable 

proof that a belief in a six-day creation must be abandoned in a proper Christian philosophy of 

science and that scriptural claims countering this conclusion must be reinterpreted to fit the new 

findings of science. Clearly, the seventh-day Sabbath as a memorial of a six-day creation was 

fatally undermined. However, the action of the global flood is God's geologic answer to the 

challenge presented by the discovery of the geologic column and hence is the single event in 

earth history which can establish in part geologically the possibility of a historical six-day 

creation. 

If one believes in a literal six-day creation with no animals of any kind living on the earth 

before the six-day creation,34 there should be no fossil filled geologic column. Why? In a recent 

six-day creation (assuming that no life forms existed on the earth in any form before creation 

week) all the animals created during the creation week, from the smallest to human beings, will 

all be living at the same time together. After the entrance of sin, why would not all the types of 

animals and plants die and be buried together in approximately the same layer? But in the 

geologic column the animals are sorted out, with "higher forms" in the upper layers. If this 

sorting is not associated with a global catastrophe, then it appears that long ages of evolution 

would be required to explain the order of fossils in the geologic record. 
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A sorted, fossil-filled geologic column described above exists. This means that the 

Christian philosopher of science can choose either to relinquish the reality of a six-day creation, 

or elect to look for an alternative account of the formation of the geologic column differing from 

the account offered by a conventional philosophy of science. Here is where God's global flood 

acquires revolutionary proportions for a conventional philosophy of science. If a Christian 

philosopher of science by faith accepts as true God's global flood, such a person can see that the 

power of the flood is able to rapidly sort and bury dead forms after the fall into the basic pattern 

seen in the present geologic column.35 Just how the actions of God's global flood may have 

accomplished this sorting is an ongoing research interest of the Geoscience Research Institute, 

and of all individuals interested in this issue. While opting for another interpretation of the data, 

one geological text book indicates that existing geological data can reasonably be interpreted as 

being formed by a global aquatic catastrophe: 

A catastrophist might contend that the twisting and breaking of strata, the transportation 
of huge blocks of rock, the violent cutting of canyons, and the wholesale destruction of 
life is within the power of a great universal flood--and he would be right.36 

In view of the analysis above, only by the action of the global flood can the six-day 

creation become a historical possibility. This suggests that belief in a six-day creation requires 

belief in a global flood. The two concepts go hand in hand together. One cannot have a six-day 

creation without a global flood as indicated previously. This fact needs to be mentioned and 

uplifted more frequently and clearly so that believers can understand the importance of accepting 

God's global flood as historically true. 

While some Christian geologists continue to suggest that geology does not support the 

reality of a global flood,37 the truth remains that the global flood is the only geological 
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phenomenon that can possibly create large portions of the fossiliferous geologic column after the 

creation week, and thereby make geologically possible a continuing belief of the reality of a six

day creation week. 

However, many contemporary theologians and Christian philosophers of science continue 

to reject a six-day creation because of the discovery of the fossil-filled geologic column. They 

subject the claims of the Genesis creation narratives, for example, to category translation as 

illustrated by these lines by Langdon Gilkey, dean of theologians studying the relation of science 

and religion: "[W]hile the knowledge that God created the world is a response to divine 

revelation, the early account in Genesis of how it was done [by a six-day creation] has no status 

as 'revealed truth,' even though it was the form in which the revelation was enshrined by the 

Hebrew mind. "38 

The discussion above shows the profound significance of accepting as true the historical 

reality of God's global flood and hence of the Sabbath as its proper memorial of a creation 

finished in six days. Furthermore, this shows the great wisdom of God in placing language into 

the First Angel's Message which points believers to the reality of His global flood, thus 

establishing the historical possibility of the literal six-day creation. Could it be that God, in His 

foreknowledge, anticipated the ninete~nth-century discovery of the geologic column and the 

devastating interpretation which secular geologists would give of the geologic column as proof 

positive of the impossibility of a six-day creation which immediately destroys both the character 

of God and the seventh-day Sabbath? Did God intend, among other things, that the phrase 

"springs of waters", in its capacity of referring to the historical event of God's global flood, 

should serve to answer the challenge against a literal six-day creation week presented by the 
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discovery of the fossil-filled geologic column? If so, as suggested in this essay, the wisdom of 

God displayed in this instance is profound indeed. What a great God we serve. He is worthy to 

be worshiped and praised. 

We now tum to a final revolutionary concept in a Christian philosophy of science. 

A Fifth Revolutionary Principle of a Christian Philosophy of Science: The 

Meta-Narrative of a Six Day Cosmogony Preserves the Goodness 

of God in View of the Alleged Reality of Paleo-Natural Evil 

The theodical issue of the goodness, and loving character of the creator God presented in 

the First Angel's Message is crucially important. On what basis should humans worship the 

Creator? Should human beings worship Jesus simply because He created all things? Is the fact 

that God is the creator of human beings enough reason to justify human worship of God? Or, is 

something more needed? Thus, on what basis is Jesus worthy of worship? 

One proper response to the questions presented above seems to be that the worship of the 

Creator must be grounded not upon the general fact that He has power to create, but upon the 

truth that He is indeed a good Creator. But, how does one determine whether the creator is 

good? It turns out that the method of creation employed by the Creator determines whether He is 

either a good or a demonic creator as indicated in the following analysis of two contrasting 

methods by which God is described as creating life forms on this earth. 

The theistic evolutionary method of creation is considered first. A Christian philosophy 

of science, wedded irrevocably to an evolutionary cosmology, cannot but fatally impact the 

goodness of God. Philosopher Bertrand Russell insightfully introduces the problem as follows: 
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Religion, in our day, has accommodated itself to the doctrine of evolution .... We are 
told that evolution is the unfolding of an idea which has been in the mind of God through 
out. It appears that during those ages ... when animals were torturing each other with 
ferocious horns and agonizing stings, Omnipotence was quietly waiting for the ultimate 
emergence of man, with his still more widely diffused cruelty. Why the Creator should 
have preferred to reach His goal by a process, instead of going straight to it, these modern 
theologians do not tell us. 39 

Indeed, theologians advocating theistic evolution do not generally like to speak about this 

problem. In fact, in a recent Ph.D. dissertation, Gregory Elder argues that the Victorian 

theologians, who so quickly accepted a providential evolution, failed to address whether God can 

remain a moral God and at the same time guide the process of biological evolution. 40 In the 

following quotation philosopher David Hull responds to this question: 

[The process of macro-evolution] is rife with happenstance, contingency, incredible 
waste, death, pain and horror ... the God implied by evolutionary theory ... is not a 
loving God .... He is ... careless, indifferent, almost diabolical. He is certainly not the 
sort of God to whom anyone would be inclined to pray.41 

In the quotation just cited, notice the devastating characterization of God crafted by David Hull 

in the words, "almost diabolical." Hull at least is pointing toward a proper conclusion. However, 

attributing the process of evolution to the providential guiding hand of God does not make God 

"almost diabolical;" it makes God outright diabolical. 

Recently, Dwight Nelson has published the most outspoken, passionate articulation 

implying brutality to God if He indeed uses evolutionary principles to create: 

If God was the One who started the [macro-evolutionary] process billions of years ago 
and guided it through the eons, we are forced to believe that God used brutal pain and 
brutal death to finally achieve the evolution of humans .... What kind of God would 
subject His Creation to brutal death before there was even rebellion? ... Dear reader, in 
the holy name of God, why would the Creator resort to such a strange and bloody method 
for the Creation and bringing into existence of a being after His own image?42 
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In the above paragraph Nelson rightly implies that attributing a providential macro-evolutionary 

process to God necessarily turns a loving God into a brutal, if not demonic God. This means that 

Nelson's assessment shows the tragic result which follows when a Christian philosophy of 

science places the interpretations of naturalistic science above the clear teaching of the Word of 

God as a whole regarding the true method which God used in creating life forms on this earth. 

On the encouraging side, some contemporary philosophers of science are beginning to 

formally acknowledge that profound difficulties are associated with crediting God with direct 

responsibility for the macro-evolutionary process. One of these thinkers is Philip Clayton who 

offers a remarkable concession relating to the issue of how far God may be involved in the 

macro-evolutionary process. Concerning this question Clayton writes: 

The process of evolution is extraordinarily wasteful, and it manifests arbitrariness to a 
much greater degree than his [Hatche' s] article grants .... For instance, if we respect the 
autonomy of the evolutionary process, we cannot say that the God of evolution intended 
our particular physical form, our present environment, or the precise physical "goods" 
that we experience. . . . A God who allows countless billions of organisms to suffer and 
die, and entire species to be wiped out, either does not share the sort of values we do, or 
works in the world in a much more limited and indirect way than theologians have 
usually imagined. Since revelation rules out a pernicious God, it may ultimately be that 
one must let go of the idea that God directly brings about the details of the evolving 
biological world.43 

Clayton's assessment is laudable and troubling at the same time. Commendably, he correctly 

observes that revelation disallows the existence of a pernicious God. However, rather than 

investigating an alternative Christian philosophy of science, Clayton embraces as historically 

true the conventional macro-evolutionary process and then concedes that the Christian may need 

to adjust the biblical account of God's relation to the world, rather than to adjust the 

interpretation of science to align with the clear teaching of the Word of God. This is the reason 
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why Clayton seems willing to allow that God may not directly bring about the details of the 

evolving biological world. 

Ironically, this move only throws one onto the horns of a deeper dilemma. If God does 

not directly bring about the details of this life, or if He does not directly intend our particular 

physical form, our present environment, or the precise physical "good" that we experience, how 

can a human properly be called the masterpiece of God's creation? This conception robs Christ 

of the glory for creating humans in His image. However, a contrasting method of creation 

restores the lost glory to Christ. 

The second and contrasting creation method is the six-day creation process. Contrary to a 

postmodem macro-evolutionary perspective, a Christian philosophy of science, which continues 

to accept the first angel's meta-narrative six-day cosmogony as the unchanging foundational true 

record of actual history, establishes the goodness of God's character in face of the alleged 

challenge of paleo-natural evil. The first angel of Revelation 14 calls all humans to worship the 

God "who made." But as indicated above, this is not enough information upon which to base our 

worship of God. In addition to the general claim that God is creator, something more is needed 

to call forth worship from human beings. God may be our creator, but before we give ourselves 

to Him in worship it matters immensely whether He is either a good or a cruel creator. The Bible 

clearly teaches throughout that He is good and faithful. On this point the words of Exodus 34:6 

are a powerful witness: "Then the Lord passed by in front of him and proclaimed, 'The Lord, the 

Lord God, compassionate and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in loving kindness and 

truth.'" He is the God who even makes a covenant with the animals that they will never again be 

subjected to destruction by a flood of waters (Gen 9:11-12). Would such a God deliberately 
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choose to create by the method of macro-evolutionary theory? The First Angel's Message offers 

an important response to this question. 

The First Angel's Message carries language which helps to indicate that one crucial factor 

determining the goodness of the creator resides in His method of creation. If all that was 

necessary for humans to know about God in order to worship God was that He is our creator, 

then the text of Revelation 14:7 could stop with the statement of the fact that God is creator 

signaled by the phrase " ... Him who made." Fortunately, the text does not stop there. The text 

adds the following utterly significant words: "the heavens, earth, sea." As established in the first 

section above, these additional words imply the very method by which God created. Thus, 

Revelation 14:7c establishes not only that God is creator, it also indicates that God created by a 

six-day method. When incorporated into a Christian philosophy of science, the six-day creation 

method becomes a revolutionary concept in light of the macro-evolutionary cosmology endorsed 

by a conventional philosophy of science and by many Christian biblical scholars and theologians 

today. 

The beauty and importance of the six -day creation method is that the rapid creation 

process used by God preserves His goodness. Compared to the God of theistic evolution who is 

shown to be demonic by the cruel method He uses, a cruel process in which countless millions of 

animals suffer and die as higher forms come onto the scene, the God of the First Angel's 

Message is shown to be a good creator. How? The First Angel's Message uses language 

showing that God is good because He creates by a rapid method of creation, which is shown in 

Genesis to be a death-free and pain-free six-day process. This rapid method of creation 

establishes that Jesus is not a cruel demonic creator, which He would be, were He to create 
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through the millions of years required by evolutionary processes. Thus, Jesus is shown to be a 

good Creator working in a fashion commensurate with His goodness, thereby establishing that 

He is indeed worthy of worship. 

Conclusion 

Assuming the propositional nature of the Word of God, the discussion has discovered 

five potential ways in which the strategically important biblical imperative, "worship Him who 

made the heaven, and the earth, and sea, and the springs of waters," may inform a Christian 

philosophy of science in the current post-modem era. First, the words "worship Him" can 

suggest that a Christian philosophy of knowing begins with a personal knowledge of God as a 

primary epistemological method of knowing in all projects, even in the natural sciences. 

Second, while the words, "Him who made," give us the fact that God is creator, the next 

terms, "the heaven, and the earth, and sea," imply the historical reality of a meta-narrative 

regarding cosmology even in a postmodem context. These words indicate that God created by a 

six-day method. 

Third, the final words, "the springs of waters," inform a contemporary Christian 

philosophy of nature by pointing to the earth-destroying action of God's flood, thereby showing 

that this present world stands in radical discontinuity with God's original plan for this earth. 

Contrary to Leibnitz, the present world is not the best of all possible worlds. 

Fourth, the same words, "the springs of waters," establish geologically the possibility of 

the six-day method of creation in face of the devastating effect the discovery of the fossiliferous 

geologic column has upon the perception of the truth of a six-day creation. The two concepts 
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cannot be separated without destroying one another. If there is no global flood there cannot be a 

six-day creation. If there is no six-day creation, there is no need for a global flood. 

Fifth, and perhaps above all, the words "Him who made the heaven, and the earth, and 

sea, and springs of waters," establish the goodness of God. For us today, these words can imply 

that God's method of creation is not a cruel process of slow, tortuous activity spanning millions 

of years. Rather, these words show that His method of creation is a profoundly good method 

because it is a brief six-day process which is death-free, as indicated by the Genesis creation 

narrative. By establishing the goodness of God, these words show why Christ is indeed utterly 

worthy to be praised and worshiped in the past, now and forever. 

Thus, for just this time, God placed into Revelation 14 exactly the proper language which 

can directly speak to the fatal challenges to the gospel, to His character, and to the seventh-day 

Sabbath presented by the discovery of and the misinterpretation of the fossiliferous geologic 

column by a secular philosophy of science informed by Darwinian evolutionary principles. 

Without the historical fact of God's global flood, the devastating criticisms would indeed stand. 

There would be no gospel, no good God to worship, and no seventh-day Sabbath as a memorial 

of a six-day creation. In light of this conclusion, is it implying too much to suggest that if the 

global flood did not occur in actual history the Three Angel's Messages are of no value? 

However, precisely when needed in earth's history, the surprise phrase, "springs of 

waters," acquires special significance to a Christian philosophy of science. By these words, God 

directs attention to the key for the proper interpretation of the formation of the geologic column, 

i.e., to His global flood which masterfully overturns, geologically, the fatal charges lodged by 

secular philosophy of science against the truths presented by the three messages in Revelationl4. 
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The implications indicated above show how the last line of the First Angel's Message can 

become so meaningful for personal Christian spiritual experience, for Christian Theology, and 

for a heaven-endorsed Seventh-day Adventist philosophy of science. The Lord is to be praised 

for embedding riches into the First Angel's Message. 

### 
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